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Old World, New Lens 

Osteria Tulia brings Italy to Naples 
 

On a glossy seaside boulevard in the pastel heart of Naples, Florida, one stand-out establishment 
has cultivated an ambiance of distinctly rustic charm, celebrating an Old World attitude that 
conveys throughout the lushly planted terrace and cavernous dining room, and right in to the 
kitchen of chef Vincenzo Betulia. Born in Sicily to parents who emigrated to America but 
continued to prepare food as if they'd never left the old country, Betulia brings to his guests at 
Osteria Tulia a parade of seasonal dishes inspired by his childhood, his travels, and his 
homeland. As he likes to explain, it's a love affair with honest, farm-fresh cooking, La Cucina 
Rustica, but embraces the twenty-first century nuances.  
 
Opened early in 2013, Osteria Tulia is Betulia's first restaurant, and the fulfillment of a long-held 
dream. The 151-seat osteria [by definition, an unpretentious eatery,] is a haven of provincial 
Italian style whose understated focus is on considered materials and craftsmanship: hand-laid red 
brick reclaimed from 1940s firehouses forms chevron paths through broad wood floor boards; 
the hundred-year old Dade County heart pine defining the beamed ceilings and forming the bare 
table tops comes from a dilapidated barn in northern Florida. Sage-green painted woodwork 
frames mullioned windows, suggesting a homey tavern; so do the rush-seated chairs, retro floral 
dishes and white napkins with a cherry red dishtowel stripe, folded flat at each place setting. 
 
This keen attention to a wealth of cozy detail echoes Betulia's unwavering approach in the 
kitchen. As a young boy, he may not have appreciated having to stay inside on weekends when 
his friends were out playing soccer, but now he deeply values his family's all-hands-on-deck work 
ethic that produced the pure and honest ingredients that would become the foundation of all 
their meals: concentrato of hand-picked, hand-ground tomatoes; rustic cheeses, hung to age from 
the basement rafters; homemade breads and pastries and pastas -- even home-crushed wine. To 
this day, he honors rusticity and simplicity over high culinary refinement, though there's no 
denying that the 'country cooking' he channels from the Old World is imbued with an elegance 
and presentation that would be at home in far more glamorous dining rooms.  
 
Tulia welcomes guests who may stay for under an hour, enjoying a glass of wine on the terrace, 
or for over three hours, feasting on successive leisurely courses.  The wine list features every 
growing region in Italy and France, with a natural bias toward the chef's beloved Sicily, and his 
favorite grape: Nebbiolo. Even Lambrusco, which he acknowledges has a dubious reputation in 
America, has earned a place on the list by complementing his rustic offerings of hearty ragus, 
roasts, and grilled vegetables. Tulia can take credit for launching Naples' thriving artisan cocktail 
culture: the handcrafted, creative, seasonal mixed drink offerings have gained such a following 
that the chef opened Bar Tulia, a lively gastro pub, next door.  
 
Meals at Tulia begin with bread service featuring caponata, a specialty of the chef's parents, who in 
fact make the savory eggplant spread during the months when they're wintering in Naples. In 
season, the senior Betulias also take charge of the daily pasta-making, both extruded and sheet 
varieties, for which the restaurant is celebrated. In creating dishes that aren't exactly what Mama 
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used to make, Vincenzo Betulia lets his mind wander to the Italian hillside landscapes, conjuring 
ideal flavor- and textural-combinations.  His preferred techniques are wood roasting, sautéing, 
and wood grilling; his highest respect is for dishes that use no more than a handful of 
ingredients. The vibrant flavors explore naturally from the sundrenched ingredients. Just as in his 
childhood, the meals that Betulia serves have a foundation of house made cheeses, salumi, and 
sausages, and fresh produce from local growers. He sources the highest quality meats from 
environmentally conscious farms, and certain fish on his menu, the triple-tail, for example, is 
custom-caught.         
 
As a chef, what pleases Betulia most is being in the kitchen and working with his hands. As a 
proprietor, he knows that while his guests are in his care, they experience a meal that is pure, 
exceptional, and destined to resonate. If they feel they've been transported to the origins of a 
country, or anywhere they've enjoyed a memorable meal, even just for a moment -- so much the 
better. 
 
 
 
For more information: 
Simone Rathlé – 703.534.8100 
simone@simonesez.com 
twitter.com/simoneink  
deepfrieddiaries.com 

 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

 


